
Issue ID Priority Summary

DS677 High LC subtab switches to LFA when selecting/deselecting samples

DS697 Medium Error when saving "Additional Notes" field

DS698 Medium CFG - if no dataset level title, exception occurs and levels are missing

DS706 Medium No tx export preview table displayed after creating a new sample

DS715 Medium Sample name doesn't refresh on report after creating/deleting sample

DS721 Medium Export functionality broken after a By Student-Step export

DS727 High Transaction export table missing a column for imported dataset

DS728 High Assistance Time number of dropped opportunities not shown

DS745 High Old cached export file is exported

DS751 High Old export cache file not deleted if sample is renamed

DS790 Medium KCM Export file contains wrong number of columns for KCM

DS796 Medium No LC point should be selected if current point is not displayed

DS813 Medium

Sample name not displayed in content header after unselected sample 

modified or new sample created

DS814 Medium 'Secondary Predicted' line on Performance Profiler graph

DS826 High Error occurs when saving sample with long filter

DS829 High KC set doesn't appear as loaded after switching model

DS832 Medium

Inconsistent display of millisecond latencies in KC model export ("Avg. 

Assistance Time" and "Avg. Correct Step Time")

DS862 Medium Pagegrid 'Loading Data' popup displays outside the user's view

DS886 High Import Tool runs out of memory when processing large import files.

DS897 Medium

KCM "number of observations labeled with KCs" should not be "0" if there are 

observations labeled with KCs in the model

DS917 High Problem Name listed in Sample Selector doesn't exist

DS919 High

CFG: run marked as successfully completed even if invalid path for tx export 

SP

DS925 High Include host name in email messages from Extractors.

DS926 High 'No results' on last Problem Breakdown page grid

DS927 High Error Report shows an attempt at a step that should be excluded

DS935 High Agg: Error or Exception during sample creation leaves temp tables behind

DS936 High More rows in Problem Breakdown export than rows in preview

DS940 High

Transaction Export: failure in UI if log conversion process already started 

caching sample

DS941 High Sample name in cached file out of sync with sample name.
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